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We present some new results on the perturbation analysis for least squares
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A g Rm1=n , B g Rm2=n be two real matrices, and let b g Rm1,
c g Rm2 be two real vectors. Consider the following least squares problem
 .with equality constraints abbreviated as LSE :
5 5min Ax y b , subject to x g S, 1 .
where S is the set of all least squares solutions to the problem
5 5 5 5Bx y c s min Bz y c .
nzgR
Here the norm is the usual Euclidean 2-norm. In particular, if A is the
identity matrix I, then the LSE is just the problem of orthogonally
projecting a point onto the linear manifold S, the perturbation of which in
w xthe rank-deficient case has been studied in 10, 2, 3 , and if in addition
 .b s 0, then 1 is reduced to the usual minimal norm least squares
w xproblem, the perturbation analysis of which has been given in 7 for the
w xfull rank case and in 9 for the general case. Moreover, the least squares
 .problem abbreviated as LSP is an LSE, where B is the zero matrix. Some
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In this paper, we are concerned with the perturbation analysis of general
 .LSEs. When Rank B s m and2
ARank s n , /B
w xElden 5 presented a perturbation theory. His results were extended byÂ
w xWei in 12 to rank-deficient LSEs, based on the modified CS decomposi-
w xtion of Paige and Saunders 6 and the generalized singular value decom-
w xposition of Van Loan 8 .
 .Elden and Wei's approach is based on the equivalence of 1 to theÂ
following l = l LSP with l s m q m q n:1 2
5 5min Mw y d , 2 .
lwgR
where
0 0 B cm
0 I AM s , w s , d s .br
T T x 0B A 0
Here r s b y Ax is the least squares residual, and m is a vector of Lagrange
w xmultipliers. See 5, 11, 12 for more details.
 .A disadvantage of the approach based on 2 is that the dimension of the
new problem is much larger than the original one, although perturbation
results for r and m can also be obtained. Also, the upper bounds in the
previous works contain many additional quantities. Another approach that
 . w xoriginated from 2 was given in 4 , in which an equivalent consistent
 .system to 2 of smaller dimension was analyzed. Recently, the author has
obtained some optimal perturbation results for general consistent linear
w xsystems and least squares problems 3 . In this paper, we apply such results
 .to the perturbation analysis for the LSE 1 , based on the observation that
 .the problem 1 is equivalent to an LSP of the same size. Therefore, the
result obtained seems simpler compared with previous ones. Our main
results will be presented in the next section, and we conclude in Section 3.
2. THE PERTURBATION OF THE LSE
 .In this section, we give a perturbation analysis for the LSE 1 . We first
 .transfer the LSE 1 to an LSP. Since every feasible solution x g S to the
 .optimization problem 1 can be written as
x s B²c q P y , y g Rn , 3 .NB .
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where B² is the generalized inverse of B and P s I y B²B is theNB .
 .  .orthogonal projection onto the null space N B of B, the LSE 1 is
equivalent to the following LSP:
5 5min Cy y d , 4 .
nygR
where
C s AP , d s b y AB²c, 5 .NB .
 .  .in the sense that y is a solution to 4 if and only if x expressed by 3 is a
 .solution to 1 .
Remark 2.1. The matrix C is the same as the matrix AP in the0
² w xexpression of M in 5, 11, 12 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let x and y satisfy 3 . Then
Cy y d s Ax y b. 6 .
²  ² .Proof. From x s B c q I y B B y,
Ax s AB²c q A I y B²B y s b y d q Cy , .
by the definition of C and d. Hence, Ax y b s Cy y d.
 .Suppose that the LSE 1 is perturbed to the LSE
5 5min A x y b , subject to x g S, 7 .
where A s A q d A, b s b q d b, and S is the set of all least squares
solutions to the problem
5 5 5 5B x y c s min Bz y c ,
nzgR
 .where B s B q dB, c s c q dc. Then the corresponding LSP 4 is per-
turbed to the LSP
5 5min C y y d , 8 .
nygR
where
²C s AP , d s b y A B c.NB .
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Denote C s C q d C, d s d q d d. Then,
5 5 5 5 5 5d C s C y C s AP y APNB . NB .
5 5 5 5F AP y AP q AP y APNB . NB . NB . NB .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F A y A P q A P y PNB . NB . NB .
5 5 5 5 5 5F d A q A P y P 9 .NB . NB .
and
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5d d s d y d s b y A B c y b y AB c .
² ² ² ²5 5 5 5 5 5F b y b q A B c y AB c q AB c y AB c
² ² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F d b q d A B c q A B c y B c . 10 .
w xThe following result has basically been proved recently in 3 , so its proof
will be omitted.
²5 5 5 5  .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose C d C - 1. For any solution y to 8 , let y be
 .the orthogonal projection of y onto the solution set of 4 . Then
5 ² 5C
²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y y y F C d C Cy y d²5 51 y C d C
5 5 5 5 5 5q2 d C y q d d . 11 . .
5 5  .Remark 2.2. Since y y y is the minimal Euclidean distance be-
 .  .tween y and the solution set of 4 , 11 gives an optimal perturbation
 .bound for the LSP 4 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that y and y are solutions to 8 and 4 , respec-
ti¨ ely. Let
²x s B c q P y 12 .NB .
and
x s B²c q P y. 13 .NB .
 .  .Then x and x are solutions to 7 and 1 , respecti¨ ely, and
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x y x F B c y B c q y y y q P y P y . 14 .NB . NB .
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²5 5 5 5  .Furthermore, if C d C - 1, then for any solution x to 7 of the form
 .  .  .12 , there is a solution x to 1 of the form 13 such that
² ² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x y x F B dc q B y B c
5 ² 5C
²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C d C Ax y b q 2 d C y q d d .²5 51 y C d C
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q max B , B dB y . 15 4  .
 .  .Proof. Suppose y and y are solutions to 8 and 4 , respectively. Then
 .  .  .it is obvious that x and x are solutions to 7 and 1 , respectively, and 14
is from
² ²5 5 5 5x y x s B c q P y y B c q P y .NB . NB .
² ²5 5 5 5F B c y B c q P y y P yNB . NB .
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5F B c y B c q P y y P y q P y y P yNB . NB . NB . NB .
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F B c y B c q y y y q P y P y .NB . NB .
 .  .Now suppose that x is a solution to 7 . Then there is a solution y to 8
 . 5 ² 5 5 5such that 12 is true. Since C d C - 1, let y be defined as in Lemma
 .  .2.2, and define x by 13 . Then x is a solution to 1 , and the upper bound
 .15 is obtained from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and the inequalities
² ² ² ² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5B c y B c F B dc q B y B c , 16 .
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5P y P F max B , B dB . 17 4  .NB . NB .
5 ² 5 5 5In the remainder of this section, we assume that B dB - 1 and the
 .perturbation is rank-preserving for the matrix B, that is, Rank B s
 .Rank B . This assumption is natural since in the special case of minimal
norm least squares problems, the solution is not continuous if the pertur-
w xbation of B is rank-increasing. Another example was given in 12 . The
w xfollowing result is well known 7 , so its proof is omitted.
²5 5 5 5  .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that B dB - 1 and Rank B s Rank B .
Then
5 ² 5B
²5 5B F 18 .²5 5 5 51 y B dB
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and
2²’ 5 5 5 51 q 5 B dB
² ²5 5B y B F . 19 .²5 5 5 52 1 y B dB
 .  .  .Applying 17 and 18 to 9 , we obtain
5 5 5 ² 5A B
5 5 5 5 5 5d C F d A q dB , 20 .²5 5 5 51 y B dB
 .  .  .  .and applying 16 , 18 , and 19 to 10 , we see that
5 ² 5 5 ² 5B B
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d d F d b q d A c q d A dc² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 y B dB 1 y B dB
2² ²’5 5 5 5B 1 q 5 B
5 5 5 5 5 5q A dc q dB² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 521 y B dB 1 y B dB
² ’5 5B 1 q 5
²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s d b q c q dc d A q B dB .²5 5 5 5 21 y B dB
5 5 5 5q A dc . 21 .
5 5 5 ² 5In the following, let k s B B be the condition number of B,B
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d A dB d b dc
e s , e s , e s , e s , 22 .A B b c5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A B b c
kB
e s e q e , 23 .1 A B1 y k eB B
and
5 5 5 5k A cB
e s e q 1 q e e q e .2 b c A c 5 5 5 51 y k e B bB B
²’ 5 51 q 5 B
q e . 24 .B 55 52 b
 .  .Then, from 20 and 21 ,
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d C F e A , d d F e b . 25 .1 2
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 .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that the perturbation of the LSE 1 is such that
² .  . 5 5 5 5k e - 1, Rank B s Rank B , and k e - 1, where k s C A withB B 1 1 1
² .  .  .C s A I y B B . Then for any solution x to 7 of the form 12 , there is a
 .  .solution x s x y d x to 1 of the form 13 such that
’5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d x k c 1 q 5 k c yB BF e q q ec B /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x 1 y k e B x 2 B x xB B
5 5 5 5 5 5k k Ax y b 2 y 2 b1 1q q e q e . 26 .1 2 /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 y k e A x x A x1 1
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. From 15 , 18 , 19 , 20 , and 21 , we have
² ² ²5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5d x B dc q B y B c
F
5 5 5 5x x
5 ² 5 5 ² 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5C C d C Ax y b q 2 d C y q d d .
q ² 5 55 5 x1 y C d C
5 5y
² ²5 5 5 5 5 5q max B , B dB 4
5 5x
² ²’5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5B dc 1 q 5 B dB c y
5 5F q q dB²  /5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 x 2 x x1 y B dB
5 ² 5 5 ² 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5C C d C Ax y b y 2 d d
5 5q q 2 d C q²  /5 5 5 5 5 55 5 x x x1 y C d C
’5 5 5 5 5 5k c 1 q 5 k c yB BF e q q ec B /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 y k e B x 2 B x xB B
5 5 5 5 5 5k k Ax y b 2 y 2 b1 1q q e q e .1 2 /5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 y k e A x x A x1 1
3. CONCLUSIONS
 .  .Using the equivalence of the problem 1 and the problem 4 and an
optimal perturbation result for LSPs, we obtained some perturbation
results for LSEs. This gives an alternative approach to the perturbation
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analysis for LSEs. An advantage of the new approach is the simplicity of
 .the upper bounds compared with those obtained from 2 . Also here it was
only assumed that the small perturbations of the LSE is rank-preserving
for the matrix B in Theorem 2.2 to get a unified approach, as compared
w xwith the separate considerations in 12 for the two cases whether or not
 T T .Tthe rank of the matrix A , B is preserved under the perturbation.
5 ² 5 5 ² 5 5 ² 5Finally, it would be interesting to estimate C in terms of A and B .
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